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Brand Features

The Vizia RF + family of products captures the essence of “smart” lighting control with
its embedded Z-Wave radio frequency technology and stylish form factor that is
compatible with Leviton’s hallmark Decora® brand design. Robust features like Zone
Control, Scene Control and Timed Events give you one-touch control of your home’s
lighting and any Z-Wave enabled device. Zone Control is your key to controlling
multiple light sources in many rooms or areas of your home with one push of a button
on a zone controller. Scene Control lets you vary the light levels in a room for any
activity or change the ambiance with one touch on a scene controller. Using Timed
Events, you can schedule lights to turn on and off or activate any network device at
preset times to enhance security or enjoy a more convenient lifestyle. The Vizia RF +
line includes dimmers, switches, remotes and fan speed controls that all work together
to create a wireless mesh network of automated lighting control in one room or your
entire home.

Item Description

Vizia RF + 4-Button Scene Label Kit for VRCS4. 4-Button scene controller key kit
labels: ACCENT, ALERT, ALL OFF, ALL ON, CLEANUP, ENTERTAIN, EVENING,
GOOD MORNING, GOOD NIGHT, GOODBYE, MOVIE, RECESS, ROMANCE,
SCENE, VACATION and WELCOME. Color- Brown

Patents*

US7985937

*This list is provided for patent marking purposes only.  A good faith effort is made to

maintain the accuracy and completeness of this list.  No legal inference should be

drawn from the omission of a patent from this list.
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